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The Coast, No. 1:  Old Lighthouse 
 
take your time 
we are more time-less 
you and I 
as the old Jamaican saying has it 
time come, time go 
 
so we seize 
what we cannot grasp 
the clever conjuration 
the sneaky slight of hand 
the rascally rabbit up your sleeve 
now you see it 
now you don’t 
singing 
 
the best time to have 
is none at all 
that way you never run out 
ta-TA 
 
( January 2017) 





Last Will and Testament of Constance Madden 

 

(typescript, unsigned) 

 

 

I, Constance Madden, was born forty years ago, July 17, 2016. 

Mother always called 2016 the last year of freedom. Does this 

mean I’ve been a slave all my life? Not really. They XXXX 

 

My father and mother died the year I turned eighteen. Both were 

victims of Raphael in 2034. Most of mother was retrieved from a 

storm surge mass over near Loup River. Father’s body was never 

found. 

 

 

I am writing this last will and testament for myself. It is no 

legal document. It will never be witnessed and notarized by the 

State. My purpose is strictly personal, an act of resistance. 

One day I will send this testament into the Ohm Stream where it 

will flow to other deviants like myself, us rational few. 

Why don’t we just give up and believe? 

 

 

If I believe in anything, I do believe in soft voices 

resounding. Whispers thundering. I believe that these are not 

trite concepts. 

 

 

This will and testament is not my last, even so, I want to 

dispense with the inheritance part. Everything I own, 

including this house (what we call The Old Madden Place), the 

Como Fish Camp, and my share of Salvage World, all this goes to 

my daughter Alice. Good luck finding her. Hello, Alice? If you 

happen to read my testament in the samizdat press, you will 

know my will. Come home, if you can — or want to. But if not, 

whisper me back. 

 

 



Now, as for the testament part, where should I begin? I was 

there, at the Courthouse in St. Vincent, when the County 

suspended the last public school, old Mirabeau County 

Consolidated High, and turned it over to EduCom. It was a 

cold, snowy January day and we were still frozen from the 

blizzard of ’34. This was not long after Raphael and the 

death of my parents. The meeting of the County Board was 

held in a musty conference room — the courthouse roof was 

still under repair after the hurricane — with barely a 

quorum of supervisors present to ratify the transfer. A sad 

moment. 

 

But I was also there for the ground-breaking ceremony for 

the Jimmy Carter Habitat for Sane Living. My Aunt Elly 

carved the statue of Jimmy and Rosalind that still stands 

at the entrance. Maybe that was one of the best days, when 

Elly unveiled the statue. 

 

The worst day was the first time I saw a van load of slave 

workers being transported to work at the livestock 

rendering plant in Wiggins. Refugees from the war and 

 

- - - - 

 

Excerpt from The Files of Salvage World 2056





 
There is no doubt but that almost all those things 
which the common people  judge to be 
wonderful sights are nothing less than so. 
 
But in the mean  season it can not be denied 
but that strange sights, and many other such  
like things, are sometimes heard and also seen. 
 
Those which dwell with such kind of men, 
when they hear them tell such absurd tales, 
such  strange things, and such marvelous visions, 
albeit they pity their  unfortunate estate, 
yet can they not many times contain themselves from  
laughing? 
 
—Lewes Lavater, Of Ghosts and Spirits Walking by Night  
 
 
 
 
 
 
I long ago came to the conclusion that all of life 
is six to five against. 
 
—Damon Runyon, "A Nice Price"  





Costa Brava 
 
Beyond the frontiers is nowdays well-known the 
name of Costa Brava and all the tourists coming 
from the far est countries in the world 
acknowledge this shore to which Nature gave so 
many privileges that they would be hardly found 
in any other landscape in the world. 
 
The Costa Brava is not only a geographical 
happy accident savage and nice, blue and rough, 
the Costa Brava is something deeper than the 
s logan i tse l f created by internat ional 
propaganda. 
 
The causes of its success cosmopolite and 
absolute must be seeked in its strange harmony 
that awaken all the feelings of the visitor and is 
reflected in the variety secular of the sea-by 
villages, likely and quite different one from 
another. 
 
The Costa Brava in spite of being a small piece of 
shore — about 60 miles — is a single world, 
where geography has taken the greatest share 
in getting its charming A single world because 
there lays a light and millenary youth which 
tourism did find up and that offers a rich scale 
of neat emotions, in all its own characteristics, 
too fond of their countryside to allow anyone to 
get it changed. 
 
— Costa Brava: Tourist Guide. Gerona: 1951. 
 





 
 I. Costa Brava Today 
 
Here’s to the light and millenary youth but where hide they 
Why skip they the shore for the secular show in cadaqués 
Under the lost columns of the temple of hermes health-giver 
Smuggling tons of moroccan hash wrapped in the roughest 
Burlap bags hundreds of cleverly shaped bag tricks to fool 
The duane at the french border ’cause it’s hard to bribe a frog 
These days into believing you’re transporting loaves round 
Loaves shaped like catalan stocking caps or piles of excrement 
Left by the catalan pooper all along the border marking space 
Marking time until the tramontana roars again scattering hope 
Of independence chasing the bones of the retirada and dalì 
And all the troubadours and smugglers more famous even 
Embracing all the nice emotions while running the naturist 
Beaches from l’escala to roses like no other in the world. 
 
II. Savage accidents 
  
Here’s to the light and millenary youth why spend 
Your rich scale of neat emotions at the sex shop 
At la jonquera inhaling exhausted air while hoping 
For a glimpse of sirius rising out of the sea 
Beyond roses while licking petrocarbon  
Grime and chump-change freixinet cava 
Off the slime-dulled tile floor why fall down 
When a rich scale can calibrate the love 
And all those neat emotions dread fear lust 
Anger despair in the sea-by secular forgotten 
You happy accident savages and nice kids 
You turn blue and rough by turns in the sand, oh. 
 



III. Costa repressed 
 
Oh light and millenary youth over half a century back 
Dreaming of a thousand to line the shore of the empordà 
And scanning the choppy sea for sails and cornucopias 
But what of the light and millinery imps those rascals 
Because that’s how it read the first time and the second 
With uncanny dalì wigs and hats soaring angels willow-thin 
Skeins of nice dread and joy tingling the costa’s sixty miles 
Of rocks and sands whoop-tee-doing all ecstatic brazen 
Then slapped down by some functionary in barca 
Bare walls peeling greeno paint tarnishing his alien skin 
His worn red stamp pad snarled rewrite, reject, submit 
In the name of the people and their god the fingered 
Frank oh from beyond the frontiers 
Oh no happy accidents on the coasta these days 
Only certain savage rough collisions. 
 
No nice blue propaganda permitted here 
Not yet





The Coast, No. 2: Arrow to Mexico 
 
One night when he boozed too late at the Blue Moon Lounge, 
with all the consequences of that particular lust 
coursing through his wicked veins like the tidal surge 
of a category 5 hurricane turning the gentle coils 
of his brain into blistered sores for which there is no 
healing (ask Carlos if you have any doubts), he hooked 
a left here instead of a right and hit the beach the hard way, 
flying off the top of the sea wall and landing on the 
stinking sand dredged up from the floor of the Sound 
and dumped here to make a playground for all those 
tourists who never came 
 
(except on weekends 
as day-trippers working shit jobs 
at Thom McAnn Shoes in Lucedale, 
on the catfish kill line in Bentonia, 
at the turpentine distillery in Port Sulphur, 
who can only get away for an afternoon, 
one night tops) 
 
his transmission facing glory in the sky. 
His time had only just begun. 
 
( January 2017) 
 





One Night at Angelo’s 
 
Ella Fitzgerald fades. He stands and walks to the Seeburg and 
inspects the display of dozens of snapshots thumbtacked on 
the wall all around. 
 
You know who that is? That’s Pascal and me. I wondered if that 
picture was still there. That was taken when Pascal took First 
and I took Second in the Junior Division of the Point Youx 
Fishing Rodeo of . . . Christ, must have been 1959. Look at me 
grinning like a fool idiot. Sweets took the picture and made us 
hold the fish up beside our faces. Pascal’s not smiling, of 
course. He’s grim as that fish. You know, I never saw the guy 
smile once in all these years. We used to tease him about it 
when we were kids. Unsmiling as the Indian on the old Indian 
head nickel. Don’t know who started calling him that. Maybe it 
was me. Anyway, we all called him Nickel Face and the name 
stuck, shortened to Nickel. He hated it and tried to punch me 
in the nose a couple of times over it. Maybe that’s how he 
learned to control his anger. You ever seen a kid with skin that 
olive color blush with anger? His skin doesn’t turn red, it goes 
scary and dark as shoe leather. Well, I only saw that happen 
with Nickel Pascal once or twice. 
 
She says, Pascal tried to date me when we were in high school. 
 
You know? The only trouble with a guy who’s got a Nickel 
Indian face and can control his temper is that you never know 
what he’s thinking. That’s a tremendous power. To be able to 
keep people guessing, even your closest friends. 
 
- - - - 
 
Excerpt from Coastal Bonding: The Mean Season. 





Open lines 
 
Listen to the rattle 
the rumble 
and the roar 
of the lineman 
washing up 
on the far 
and silent 
sea shorn 
of lines 
open to call 
up the jesus 
tell him what 
you want the 
cannonballs 
turned into 
bowling balls 
that rumble 
and roar 
no more 
in any of the towns 
alone any of the 
rivers 
indexed on 
anybody’s most 
wanted 
list. 
 
(May 2017) 





The Coast, No. 6, Emerald Beach at Dawn 
 
After midnight, her cousins led her 
down to the beach to a driftwood tree. 
Her cousins sat with her on the trunk, 
Laurie on one side, Carl on the other. 
They pressed so close to her. 
She could feel hip bones. 
She could smell sweat. 
She did not fear the moonless night. 
The Sound was restless. 
A growling night squall over Dog Island. 
She felt a chill, 
Heard a tinkling bell far offshore. 
 
Her cousins swore her to eternal secrecy. 
She swore secrecy. 
They ordered her to close her eyes. 
She closed her eyes. 
Carl reached under the log. 
He pulled a croaker sack from a dark hole. 
He peeled back the burlap folds. 
He told her to open her eyes. 
 
A hand. 
There it was, tangled in seaweed. 
A human hand, the flesh shredded by crabs. 
The bones of two fingers have been 
Picked perfectly clean. 
Laurie told her the hand was the hermit’s. 
The Hermit of Dog Island. 
 



She wanted to scream at her cousins. 
Instead, she jumped to her feet and ran. 
She fled back across the beach to the seawall. 
She crossed the highway. 
No traffic. 
She ran to her house on the bluff. 
She did not stop until she reached her room. 
She stretched out on her bed. 
She lay quaking, terrified of the image 
Cut into her brain of the 
Miserable hand and its question. 
What it demanded of her. 
 
Later, before the first light, 
Her cousins slipped back 
Into their room down the hall. 
She heard their sober murmuring. 
Like the priests at St. Gilles, 
Patron saint of hermits. 
 
Then the sky outside her window 
turns gray. Her cousins’ voices cease. 
Silcence but for that bell offshore. 
The hermit’s voice. 
She hears it still. 





The Coast, No. 10, Public Fishing Pier 
 
You go down to the pier with a croaker sack full of chicken 
necks where a man disguised as a pile of gin- and sea-salt 
stinking rags asks “Is they rancid?” He’s an old man. You 
can tell by the tufts of white ear-hair wiggling in the 
breeze off the Cat Island Sound. You can also tell by by 
his thin, dry liver-y lips. You can tell when he says 
“You can do what you want widdat mop-head you call 
a crabnet, kid, but them necks? Iffn they ain’t rancid, 
yer wastin yer time.” He blinks his rheumy 
blue eyes at you, but not in some ass-grabby kinda way. 
You can tell he’s no perv. No, his problem is visionary. 
He can barely see through cataract membranes 
translucent as a softshell crab, his world dreamy-like. 
He simply can’t see the truth, that you’re no stupid kid 
standing barefooted holding a tattered crab net in one hand 
and a burlap bag of way gone chicken necks in the other. 
You may look stupid, but you know you ain’t 
and that’s what matters in the game of life. 
So you stun him, smart as any kid on the make, saying 
“Fuckin-A, I’ll do what I please.” 
 
Then you dump the necks onto the pier’s planking 
hoping the gnarly gristle and scraps of flesh  
are rancid enough to satisfy the old fart. Mites 
swarm. A seagull strafes, eyeing those necks, 
breakfast if he’s quick and lucky. 
 
The gluey-mouthed man says nothing. 
He is silent as an unwanted guest. 
He shakes his head. White hair billows 



on the breeze from Cat Island whips 
fantastical whorls of white mane 
and white ear-hair 
mad ear mustaches 
must have taken years of grooming 
to get ’em like he wants ’em. 
Christ. 
 
You wonder whether you care what he thinks. 
 
Carefully with crusty fingers Whitey peels open 
your tangled crab net and says “Rotten net.” 
He grumbles as he begins picking at net threads. 
Parchment hand and finger skin patchy in spots 
seared by melanomas, scaly knuckles, claw nails. 
 
“Crappy net.” 
 
He rips. He ties. He reties. He hums. 
 
It is no tune you recognize. 
Being just a smart-mouthed kid, 
how could you know what songs 
he wasted his youth on? 
 
Now the hum is more of a purr. 
Some cat this old fart. 
You don’t want it to end. 





A reading 
 
We may not be able to 
draw circles around 
everything or run all 
around either but 
we will try to and we will 
run at the fancies not 
around them and be 
drenched 
by laughing in the nlght 
rain at the grenadine spies 
troubadours wild 
across still water tannic 
swamps in leaky old 
skiffs named for our 
old pals blue-eyed 
floating sarcastic 
melodies never be- 
four or five to one 
floating out of time 
you spoke to me as if 
I were a human bean 
and not just a mute kid. 
 
(May 12, 2017)





Flying Taxis, and other news 
 
Water contact advisories issued up and down the Coast 
when the raving chief Boosie Badazz of the Department says, 
“All I remember of environmental quality is offering more.” 
Boosie charted rainfall waking up in the woods for two days. 
 
We said, “Get Boosie over, her husband has a gun 
aimed at these segments of clotted beach 
where a swimming advisory red flag 
scares the sneaky asleep on the beaches west and east.” 
 
A risk of illness , yes,  but don‘t forget: 
attendance was double for those who swim 
and for the homeless pelican hunters there. 
And nobody has stolen anything while the 
Beach Task Force warns one stupid jackass visitor 
to pick up his jewelry, which becomes a standing 
recommendation. 
 
Boosie doesn’t avoid beaches with high bacteria levels 
and swims within 24 hours of death being treated  
after a significant rainfall. And she said more. 
Tell the people that the Salvation Army is moving in. 
 
Now the Sheriff decrees no jail time for miscreant realtors 
and continues to blame the beach closings on raccoons. 
True story. 
 
The flying taxis in Dubai take off. 
 
Casino rent fears fix cake. 
 
(April 2017) 
 





The Diary of Minnie Bloom 
 
The approach of the summer solstice always reminds me of 
mother and how she would have a summer yoga party every 
year. She was a thorough yoga fanatic, which, as you can 
imagine, was extremely unusual in 1950s New Orleans, and 
among her circle of Jewish women, her enthusiasm for yoga 
was considered odd, if not downright nutty. Well, kooky or 
not, mother took her devotion to yoga a step further by 
celebrating the Hindu holiday of Dakshinayana, on the first 
full moon after the solstice. This is when Lord Shiva, inventor 
of yoga, imparted the practice to humankind, thus becoming 
the first guru. Not all of mother’s coterie went in for yoga. 
Only two or three, as I recall. But none of mother’s chums 
would ever consider missing the Dakshinayana party. It was 
the event of the season. 
 
A week before the party, which she insisted on calling a 
festival, out would go the invitations, which she hand-painted 
herself. One of my earliest memories is dabbing watercolors 
on the heavy paper mother bought special at D.H. Holmes. As 
the years went by, my involvement progressed to lettering 
and, when I reached my teens, delivering the envelopes 
myself. 
 
On the day before the festival of Dakshinayana, mother 
would drag cardboard boxes of decorations down from the 
attic, and we would turn the pavilion in the garden into an 
Indian paradise of lanterns, images of Shiva and other 
luminaries of the Hindu pantheon festooned with heavy 
swags of intensely colored fabric. She even accumulated a 
collection of brass statues and incense burners. 
 



Everybody in the our household was drawn into the swirl of 
activity preceding the festival. Mother even insisted on 
teaching our cook, Jean Batiste, how to prepare a few Indian 
dishes. Jean, I will have to say, took to the project with a good 
spirit, although she professed dismay at the absence of meat 
dishes. Once, to mother’s horror, Jean surprised the festival 
dinner with a pot of her famous turtle soup, to which she had 
added heavy doses of curry and coconut. 
 
The festival dinners of my teen-age years are mixed together 
in my memory, a blur of music (how, I don’t know, but 
mother found raga recordings in the early 1950s, over a 
decade before my generation discovered Ravi Shankar!), 
laughter, lights, and food. But one particular evening stands 
out and, in a way, stands for them all. This was the night an 
actual Hindu guru showed up and demonstrated yoga 
positions that made mother and her friends gasp with 
delight. The guru’s dark sensuality even titillated them a bit, I 
think. 
 
Now, half a century later, the coming of the summer solstice 
has put me in the mood for something a bit more exuberant 
than a bottle of wine to mark the occasion. 
 
- - - -  
 
Excerpt from Where in the World is Minnie Bloom.





Hicks Killed the Dog 
 
Early morning is the best time of day. Or I should say, the 
least unforgiving. The oppressive heat is bearable at dawn 
when the nerve-jangling night troubles in the neighborhood 
die down. Trouble in Dogtown is a living presence, corporeal 
as a rat. It may exhaust itself for a time but it never dies. 
 
Waking up is more like giving up on trying to sleep. I am 
numb when I sit up and drift fitfully from our sweat-
drenched bed to the toilet. Why wouldn’t I be stunned? Why 
would it even matter, since it is all I have ever known. My 
fingertips tingle. My eyes refuse to focus. I stagger and hold 
out my hands to keep from tripping or cracking my head. 
 
Later in the kitchen, I lift the kettle, a dark, heavy, featureless 
weight that could be anything to my scrambled mind, or 
nothing, and the water pouring in might as well be sand. Yet I 
go on. By rote memory I navigate the kitchen and assemble a 
breakfast for Rich and me. 
 
When we are in luck, which isn’t often, we drink cups of 
chicory mixed with stale coffee from the grocery shelves over 
at Salvage World. When we have no coffee, the raw chicory 
suffices. And on good days, we open packages of exotic 
biscuits rescued from a burned-out shop—Sicilian biscotti, 
Irish soda crackers, and the like. Sure, the stuff’s smoke-
flavored, but it’s edible. We hardly look at each other over the 
table. We gaze into the steamy morning outside the screen 
porch and think of nothing. Whenever we speak, if we do 
speak at all, the words are lifeless and usually refer to 
nothing. Not even to the days before. Or the to the days 
ahead. 
 
Until the morning Rich says, “I know who did it.” 



“No way,” I reply, not much interested in his theories about who 
shot the dog. My focus is on the chicory coffee, the least bitter 
we’ve had in ages. I want to savor it. The burnt ceiling-tile 
aroma isn’t bad at all. Rich and his obsession with the dog can 
go fuck themselves. 
 
“Hicks.” Rich’s eyes are hot ball bearings. The Hicks he angrily 
refers to is the Death Bats biker who occasionally flops at 
Scilla’s trailer. Nobody in Dogtown likes Hicks, including Scilla. 
 
“Jeez, hon, Hicks? Killed the dog? That’s nuts. You must’ve had a 
really bad night. Go on, drink your coffee now, it’ll wake you up, 
guaranteed.” 
 
“Don’t do that, Connie.” 
 
“Do what?” 
 
“What you always do, put me off like I’m losing it.” Rich rubs 
the prickly top of his skull the way he does when he gets upset. 
He misses his hair. I miss it too, but with fleas, they do get in 
and you have to be brutal. 
 
“Always? That’s a big number there,” I say as I nudge his coffee 
mug closer to his plate of quinoa (the last of the super bargain 
Bolivian Royal that Salvage World got from that flooded-out 
grocery over in Port Sulphur). 
 
“Goddammit, Connie, I’m serious. Hicks. Hicks killed the dog.” 
 
The truth is, I loved that dog same as Rich did, so don’t get me 
wrong here. I mean, let’s be honest, dogs do come and dogs do 
go. You know, like time comes, time goes. It just happens. 
 



“Dog’s gone, Rich, sweetheart,” I say, reaching out all kindly and 
soothing to stroke his shoulder, but he’s having no part in my 
sisterly empathy this morning, no sir. 
 
“Don’t . . .” Rich snaps, waving me off like a pesky housefly. 
 
Rich’s fretting? Of course I don’t hold it against him. Night 
leaves us all a bit ragged, torn even. “It’ll be all right,” I reassure 
him. 
  
Rich lowers his head (dotted with little flea-bite scabs in spite of 
the Salvage World aloe cream) and picks up his spoon (smoke-
stained from the grocery-store fire up in Wiggins, but hey, I 
scored enough to last us for years). He tries the quinoa. 
 
“Not bad,” he says, breathing now in shallow gasps as his upset 
fades. 
 
“Course it’s not bad,” I say. “Salt brings out the flavor.” I’ve come 
to accept the salt’s strong aftertaste of rotten crabs, but what 
choice do I have? All of us in Dogtown barter for salt with the 
old couple who make it in bathtubs from sludge that washes up 
in the tidal pools. Way life is. Comes and goes. 
 
Rich crumbles a Sicilian biscotti into the quinoa and mixes it 
with his spoon. 
 
“Gonna be another hot one,” he says. 
 
“You right about that,” I say. And it will be. 
 
- - - - 
 
Excerpt from The Files of Salvage World, 2056.






